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Student voice heard 
President Bornstein addresses S.GA. 
BY C Y D N E Y D A V I S 
Sandspur Staff 
The student voice is alive and well and louder 
than ever at Rollins College. 
This fact was attested to last week as President 
Rita Bornstein, her administration, and members of 
the Task Force on the 21st Century appeared before 
S.G.A. to address the controversial All-College 
Planning Summit. 
In the meeting, which was televised live on 
Rollins' cable channel, PresidentBornstein attempted 
to quell student complaints voiced in last week's 
Sandspur issue. "Delighted to find that there was so 
much interest" in the so-called "Secret Summit," 
Bornstein defended her administration's decision to 
primarily analyze strategic problems and goals at 
this summit. She emphasized that the All-Campus 
Summit was "of a somewhat different character", 
stating that the summit's format seperated 
"operatiional issues from strategic issues." 
PresidentBornstein also addressed the argument 
raised over the Summit's scheduling and location. 
Students felt that scheduling the event on Friday was 
inconvienent. Students also felt that the Bush Science 
Center was too small and too isolated for an "All-
Campus" event. Though she and her administration 
decided that rescheduling the event was not feasible 
at this time, they did conclude that Mills Lawn would 
be a more appropriate location for the Summit. 
Bornstein's address was followed by a brief 
question and answer session. Due to the fact that 
President Bornstein's address was an addition to the 
already full adgenda, little time was allotted for 
group discussion. However, several Senators ex-
pressed concern that operational issues, like housing, 
parking, and the alcohol policy were being avoided. 
President Bornsteinoffered the argument that another 
forum oor summit should be scheduled to attack such 
student life issues. 
In closing, President Bornstein again encour-
aged students to attend the Summit, urging all who 
attend to "look to the future" and "respond to the 
demands of the twenty-first century." 
staff photo 
President Rita Bornstein addressed the Student Government Association on 
Wednesday night, explaining the rationale" for the upcoming Summit. 
World Hunger Committee to hold fast 
November 21st day to help others 
BY PAGET GRAHAM 
Originally printed Nov. 14,1990 
Thursday, November 21st, is World 
Fast Day. It is the day that Oxfam America 
traditionally celebrates its Fast for a World 
Harvest. The Rollins World Hunger Com-
mittee will recognize this day by holding its 
annual fast day on Thursday and asking 
students to pledge money to Oxfam America 
to help them in their efforts to alleviate 
hunger and poverty. 
Oxfam America, a "nonprofit and 
nonsectarian agency committed to alliviating 
hunger and poverty in Africa, Asia, Latin 
America, and the Caribbean," devised and 
implemented thhis idea in 1974 and it has 
been going strong for the past seventeen 
years. It is held each year on the Thursday 
before Thanksgiving, a time when most 
Americans tend to focus on the abundance 
they possess. 
The fast is a symbolic gesture in an 
effort to identify with the struggles of the 
poor and the hungry of the world. 
The purpose of Oxfam America is to 
"focus primarily on long-term development 
to help people become self-reliant and able 
to feed their famiilies." The organization 
will mobilize to provide emergency aid, as 
in the Ethopian famine, but directs the ma-
jority of their efforts towards sustainable 
development. 
The basic problem in alleviating hunger 
in Third World countries is the uneven distri-
bution of food and resources. Poor, develop-
ing, and undeveloped countries do not have 
the capital to invest in technology or 
pro- . 
OxfanW Amenca 
that will help them to feed themselves. Due, 
in part, to the influence of international trade 
and aid policies, they are even losing the 
most important resource-their land. The most 
productive farm land is now being used to 
grow cash crops for more developed coun-
tries, amounting to $40 billion in food ex-
ports each year, occypting land that could be 
used to grow sustenance crops that would 
feed the populations of these countries. 
Oxfam America uses Fast For a World 
Harvest as both a fundraiser for their projects 
in countries such as El Salvador, Cambodia, 
and Sudan and as an educational tool for 
people across America. 
In general, the American people, who 
are accustomed to their abundant and com-
fortable lifestyle, are uninformed about the 
depressed conditions and lifestyles of people 
elsewhere in the world. By asking people to 
fast and pledge monsy, Oxfam hopes to raise 
the awareness of those suffering in these 
countries. 
The WHC will participate in this day by 
holding its annual fast and by asking people 
to pledge the amount of a meal to Oxfam 
America. Whether you eat rica and water for 
a day, donate a meal, or simply refrain from 
smoking for a day, you will gain an under-
standing of what hunger feels like and what 
has unfortunately become a way of life for 
many. For those interested in joining the 
fast, contact Sullivan House. 
Other World Hunger Committee events 
include: World Hunger Week and the World 
Hunger Concert 1992. Through these events, 
the WHC hopes to bring an awareness to the 
campus and provide the opportunity to help 
get involved, and assisting in the quest to end 
this needless suffering. 
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Volunteer Opportunities 
abound in local area 
Quote: "People almost always do great things without 
knowing how to do them, and are quite surprised to have 
done them." - Bernard de Fontenelle 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
Winter Park - The Winter Park Care Center 
needs a volunteer to be a "bingo caller" on 
Saturday nights for the elderly residents. 
Contact Joann Jordan at 671-8030. 
Orlando - The Children's School is looking 
for volunteers to join the Teddy Bear Club, 
and help with school enrichment activities. 
The Children's School works with devel-
opmentally delayed children ages 3-6. 
Cnotact Becky or Beth at 898-9707. 
Orlando - As a volunteer for Legal Aid, you 
are asked to interview potential clients in 
need of legal assistance. Training provided. 
Morning and afternoon shifts are available. 
Contact Lois Mills at 841-8310. 
St. Cloud - Help pack, collect and register 
people to receive food assistance from the 
St. Cloud Food Pantry. Help is needed 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Contact Jenny Parsons at 892-2338 or 892-
7070. 
Community service is an integral part of 
college students' lives, especially within 
the state of Florida. Today, 2/3's of all 
students enrolled in an institution of 
higher education have spent sometime 
as a community volunteer. Their moti-
vations range from personal beliefs and 
convictions to a strong sense of social 
responsibility. 
During the 1991 academic year, almost 
half (48.2%) of all college students par-
ticipated in community service activities. 
On average, most people who volunteer 
their time and resources spend nearly 
$232.76 per year on items such as gas 
and other transporation essentials. The 
majority (16.7%) of individuals spent 
most of their time in fundraising activi-
ties and other charity events. While the 
second highest percentage (14.3%) 
paricipated in instruction and tutoring. 
All in all, over one-half of the partici-
pants directly served disadvantaged 
groups or individuals as part of their 
volunteer services. 
Whether for altruistic or pragmatic 
reasons, the students of this decade are 
beginning to realize their tremendous 
contributions to society. So....join the 
bandwagon. For whatever your reasons, 
go into the streets and volunteer your 
knowledge, skills and time. 
Economics Club 
holds forum 
BY B ILL S A L Z W E D E L 
Sandspur Contributor 
On Monday, November 4, the Eco-
nomics Club held an informal Open 
Forum with discussion and snacks from 
6:00 to 8:10intheGalloway Conference 
Room. Those attended included Pro-
fessors Steen, Skelley, Schutzz, Hales, 
Skousen and Taylor. 
The students and professors discussed 
and sometimes heatedly argued various 
points of several topics including the 
Middle East Peace Conference which 
commenced in Madrid on Wednesday, 
October 30th. The conversation on the 
Middle East drifted into the topic of 
American foreign aid to Israel who re-
ceives more U.S aid than any other 
foreign country- almost 3 billion. Egypt 
comes in second with 2.3 billion. The 
conversation dwelt extensively on Arab 
oil when Professor Shutz described his 
view that the demand and supply for oil 
was a chief motivator of the Arab- Israel-
U.S. conflict. Skousen opposed that 
assumption. Also in discussion was 
U.N. resolutions 242 (1967) which, ac-
cording to the New York Times, "calls 
on Israel to return territory occupied in 
the 1967 war in return for recognition of 
its borders." Resolution 338 (1973) 
calls for negotiations to put into effect 
Resolution 242. It is believed that the 
very reason that Israel won't give up the 
West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Golan 
Heights is because it questions whether 
it ever will receive recognition of its 
sovereignty and existence by the Arab 
League (excluding Egypt). 
The conversation then turned to vari-
ous extemporaneous subjects such as 
comparing the U.S. economic model to 
Japan, Taiwan, and Chile. It was argued 
whether it would be beneficial and 
feasable to privatize Social Security and 
to what extent. The group began to 
divide into socialist and conservative 
sides. Professor Skousen adamantly ar-
gued against using such labels as "Lib-
eral Conservative, Right & Left." Pro-
fessor Hales thought that such labels 
were improperly used when turned into 
weapons. 
In a concluding debate on the future of 
socialism, Bill Salzwedel lead off with a 
prepared statement which discussed the 
current wave of consumerism in the 
world, but a long term ultimate victory 
for socialism. It was challenged by 
Professor Skousen. Rob Sivitilli won-
dered how poor developing countries 
would want to forsake the materialistic 
benefits of consumerism for a bitter sweet 
socialism. 
The Economics Club hopes to schedule 
another Open Forum with discussion 
and snacks sometime soon. They meet 
every Monday at 6:00 in the Galloway 
Conference room. 
S 
November Mailout of Voter; 
Registration Renewal Form 
BETTY C A R T E R 
Sandspur Contributor 
Approximately 45,000 Orange County registered voters will receive registration renewal 
forms from the Supervisor of Elections Office in early November. 
The forms will be sent to Orange County voters who, during the past two years, did not vote 
in any election or did not make a written request for update of their registration card. 
Betty Carter, Orange County Supervisor of Elections, advises all who receive the form to fill 
in the necessary information, sign the form and return it to her office within 30 days. "All who 
return the forms will remain active voters, providing they retain Orange County residency, The 
names of electors who fail to return these forms will be temporarily withdrawn form the 
registration books." 
Names which have been temporarily withdrawn may be restored to the registration records 
at any time within three years from the date the notice was mailed. 
Reasons to get MADD 
Some 1990 HOLIDAY STATISTICS re-
lated to the national drunk driving problem: 
During Christmas 1990,117 people died 
in traffic crashes, with 71 (56.5%) alcohol-
related. 
Between Thanksgiving 1990 and New 
Year's Eve 1990, 2,134 of a total 4,544 
traffic fatalities were alcohol-related. 
During Thanksgiving 1990,304 of a total 
551 traffic fatalities were alcohol-related. 
Approximately 61.8~of the 1990 New Year's 
Day traffic fatalities were alcohol related. 
Other sobering statistics: 
Drunk driving is the most frequently com 
mitted crime in 
the nation today. DWI arrests in 1989 total 
led an estimated 1.7 million. (FBI, 1990) 
Every 22 minutes one person dies in ai 
alcohol-related traffic crash. 
Florida Humanities 
Council conducts grant 
writing workshop 
P R E S S R E L E A S E 
Florida Humanities Council (FHC) will hold a Grant Writing Workshop on Tuesday, 
November 19,1991, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.. at Stetson University, Deland. The workshop wil 
be held in Room 324, Lynn Center, located at the corner of North Woodland Boulevard and West 
Michigan Avenue. 
The workshop will be free and open to all individuals and nonprofit organizations interested 
in having a public humanities program. Joan Bragginton, Program Director, will discuss the 
grant writing process, funding guidelines, application forms, and type of programming FHCu 
most likely to fund. 
No reservations are required. For additional information call Joan Bragginton at (813) 272 
3473. 
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Lose Your Lunch 
Or niT/b? b r a f e t and 
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Thanksgiving, and join 
millions of students 
who, since 1973, have 
been a part of the Fast 
for a Worid Harvest 
campaign. Help some of 
the poorest people in the 
world feed themselves 





,Oxfam^ America f 
Lose your lunch November 21. 
You'll be surprised how much you gain. 




The YMTDTM (You Make the Difference This Month) Committee 
met on October 25, 1991 to select the first winner of the YMTDTM 
Award. The program is designed to recognize staff and faculty who 
"went the extra mile" to help someone within their own department or 
elsewhere on campus. Nominators include supervisors, co-workers 
and students. And the winner of the October 1991 Award is . . . 
Donata Gataletto, Hamilton Holt School 
for coming in on her day off to train a staff member from another 
department on a computer software system. Congratulations, Donata! 
And congratulations to the following staff who also demonstrated 
that they "made a difference": 
Honorable Mention (in alphabetical order): 
Letha Cucci, Bursar's Office; Mike Lawrence, Residential Life; Paige 
McLemore, Biology Department; and Helen Shedden, Bookstore. 
If you know of someone who went the extra mile for you, please show 
your appreciation by contacting the YMTDTM Committee, Campus 
Box 667. 
In observance of Alcohol 
Awareness Week, there will 
be no party permits granted 
for the weekend of Novem-
ber 8 and 9. Permits will 
resume for the weekend of 
November 15 and 16. Any 
questions or concerns? 





Balancing Life Rolls - Thurs. 11/7,2:00, Gal-
loway Conference Room - Mills. 
Graduate School Planning -Thurs. 11/7,3:30, 
Galloway Conference Room - Mills. 
Resume Writing - Fri. 11/8, 1:00, Galloway 
Conference - Mills. 
Internship Planning -Mon. 11/11,12:30, Gal-
loway Conference Room - Mills. 
Resume Writing - Mon. 11/11,3:30, Galloway 
Conference Room - Mills. 
Career Planning - Tues. 11/12,2:00, Galloway 
Conference Room - Mills. 
Interview Skills -Tues. 11/12,3:30, Galloway 
Conference Room - Mills. 
Choosing A Major - Wed. 11/13, 2:00, Gallo-
way Conference Room - Mills. 
Resume Writing - Wed. 11/13, Galloway 
Conference Room - Mills. 
Interested in being a 
part of Rollins' news 
source? Call ext. 2696 





Located Across From K-Lot In 
The Antique Mall At Park Avenue 
120 East Comstock Avenue 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
(407) 740-7552 
;. J ROLLINS COMMUNITY |j 
.| Any sandwich and drink for $3.50 \ 
Awith this coupon. FREE DELIVERY I; 
:. I with minimum purchase. 
'££^^^«-<*™^^^~ • -y<&» i«*fli r^ :sfoaWtt ** r& ' 4^ss&.:.» 
m 
Southern Methodist University in Dallas offers a thoroughly 
internationalized, broad-based MBA program for students with 
proven academic and leadership abilities. All students, regardless 
of major, are invited to learn more about the SMU MBA. 
For more information, see Keith Pendergrass 
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 12 
Table outside "Beans" 
or call collect (214) 692-2630 
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S.G.A. Minutes- October 30,1991 
Tracy Stetson 
I. Meeting called to order at 7:02 p.m.; Quorom 
unexcused: Brown, Sherrill. 
II. Minutes accepted as distributed. 
achieved with 32 of 40 Senators present; excused: Blanchard, Espasas, Farese, Goldberg, Green, Vlasic, Weibel; 
D S S ^ O ^ Issues will be strategic goals, not operational. Question and answer period with Senators. 
£ C F^esSt S : Ski P P er Adiana, and Rob represented students in meeting with Trustee Chair, Board of Trustees, to discuss higher education issues; Search 
committees want a broad range of students and Senators. If you are interested, contact Skipper; Informal executive committee meetings at 5p.m. on Thursdays. Open to 
all- Thank you Penelope Richey for organizing Spring Registration Workshop and Tracy Stetson for S.G.A. Grilled Cheese Study Breaks; Planning Summit is November 
8th. Senators and students urged to attend. Must recognize difference between operational and strategic issues; Committees should be formed by Senators to address 
student liie issues 
Vice-President: Senators MUST fill out excused absence forms on Monday BEFORE the Wednesday meeting; Summit will be a MANDATORY Senate meeting. 
Write down discussions you attend and what is said; Suzanne Graham wants a committee for Energy Conservation. 
IV. Executive Reports: 
Chief Justice: No report. 
Comptroller: No report. 
P.R. Chair: Meetings on Thursdays at 7:30p.m. in S.G.A. offices. (First meeting: October 31); "S.G.A. Grilled Cheese Study Break" tonight in Elizabeth lounge 
at 10p.m. 
R.C.P.: No Report. 
p,B.U,: 5 W.P.R.K. Staff sent to N.Y. College Radio Conference; 5 Sandspur Staff sent to Denver Media Conference; Holt Street Journal, a publication available 
if Senators are interested. 
C.A.C.: Diversity Celebration Nov. 14-17; T-shirts on sale $10; student members od C A C . displeased with summit, bothered by Task Force 21. 
S.S.C.: No Report 
Director of Student Activites: Director of Student Develop-
ment search committee interviewed 4 people, no one chosen, restructuring position, will hire someone temporarily, and reopen search in Jan.; Director of Residential Life, 
Mike Lawrence, leaving Nov.23; Summit document- addressed problems, waiting for answers. 
V. Committee Reports: 
Elec. & Train.: Training Sessions begin next week. Senate meeting will be informal, training session on Summit held in McKean lounge at 7p.m., open to all 
students, mandatory for senators. 
College Governance: College Senate Report 
Appropriations: Questionaire sent to all group leaders concerning positive and negative aspects of this year's budget process. 
VI. Unfinished Business 
Senate Bill 91-92-8 by Boren on Smoking at the Pool; motion to accept by Bitman; 2nd by Hagan; read by Boren; 125 signatures in favor presented by Boren; 
letter from Coach Mizel read by Dimitris; 75 signatures against presented; discussion; Alfieri calls the question, Sigman 2nds; 25 yes; 5 no; 2 abstentions; passes by 2/3 of 
32. 
Senate Bill 91-92-9 by Sanders on Selling Alcohol; motion to accept by Brown; 2nd by Emerson; read by Sanders; discussion; Emerson calls the question, 2nd by 
Sigman; 30 yes; 0 no; 2 abstentions; passes by 2/3 of 32. 
Senate Bill 91-92-10 by Graham, Hurley, Walton, Neunschwanderon Senator Job Description; motion to accept by Vlasic; 2nd by Boren; read by Graham; 
ammendment of striking #3,4, keep 5, 6 - remove: "Attendance with improper dress will constitute an unexcused absence.", keep 7, 8 -remove: "...or a total of 5 absences 

































































































































Yes 19 yes; 12 no; 0 abstentions; bill fails, lack of 2/3 vote. 
VII. New Business 
Senate Bill 91-92-2 by Mullin, Boren, Vlasic; motion to accept by Burnett, 2nd by Farrelly; accepted and tabled. 
VIII. Informal Discussion 
Presentation by Reid Boren on Committee on the Arts- Jo Wellman
 P1mrMMc „™„ u 
helping? contact S.S.C, Suzanne Graham asks that cans ^ ^ e ^ M ^ ^ T about recycling, what can we do?, how can we help? anyone interested* 
Autumnfest Nov.1-2. d md b r ° U g h t m> m o n e y S068 to H a b l t * t for Humanity; Alcohol Awareness Week Nov.4-10; 
Motion to adjourn by Sellman, 2nd by Sanders; meeting over at 9:15p.m. 
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY 
DON'T FORGET THAT^ NOVEMBER 14-17 IS DIVERSITY WEEK AT ROLLINS COLLEGE 
B^mmmm^VTOMTZm THE VARIOUS EVENTS 






NOVEMBER 21-23, 1991 
Explore careers and internships in reporting and 
editing, information systems, sales and marketing, 
finance and human resources. 
November 21-23 in Atlanta, Georgia 
at the Sheraton Colony Square Hotel. 
$30 registration fee. 
Registration deadline: November 7 
INFORMATION: 212-556-5884 
Hosted by The New York Times and 
The New York Times Regional Newspaper Group 
^ Discover Kinko's 
for resumes that 
get discovered. 
The right resume can be your only chance to 
make the right first impression. At Kinko's we'll 
help you create a professional resume that's 
sure to impress. 
y We'll work with you 
on the format. 
/ We typeset and 
reproduce your 
resume on fine 
quality stationery 
/ All at a price 
that's right 
for anyone 
just starting out 
• * • " — — — — — ^ ^ ^ ^ — -$34.95 Professional 
Resume Package 
Includes one page typeset and saved on disk, 25 copies 
on fine stationery paper, 25 matching blank sheets (for 
cover letters) and 25 #10 envelopes. Not valid with any 
other offer. Offer good at listed locations only. One 
coupon per customer. Good through December 31, 1991. 
Open 24 hours 
628-5255 
127 W. Fai rbanks Ave. 
(Across from Rollins College) 
kinko's 
the copy center • 
Let's show 
them we really 
DO care... 
Voice your 
concern for the future— 
both tomorrow and in 
the 21st Century- of 
Rollins. Come to the All 
College Planning 
Summit November 8, 










With this Ad 
U ft 
With our sDeciol Weekend Rote, 
you'li enioy a fresh, comronaOic 
room with o king or TWO 
oouDie DeasT-iree HBO ond ESPN, 
thick, thirsty toweis, c swimming 
oooi. ond free morning coffee. 
Anc\ of course', famous Marriott ncsoiraiiry. Rare is oer room, 
oer niaht. up TO ^  Dersons Der room, tnrougr. DecemDer 22, 
199"! WRote is no' vaiid witn any otner couDor.. discount o " 
promotional otter. 
WINTER PARK FAIRFIELD INN U o' Lee Road. 
Wimer Pork Ti U07) 52$-1955 
ftiR£ir:u> 
..«-,«,.. ^ INN 
CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR 
1-800-228-2800 
FAIRFIELD I N N . 
AN OUTSTANDING VALUE FROM MARRIOTT. 
RC 
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Orlando Gay Chorus concert helps start out 
Diversity 
Month 
BY STEVE BROOKS AND ANDRE 
PROVENCHER 
As apartof DIVERSITY month at Rollins, 
The Orlando Gay Chorus will present a concert 
on Thursday, 7 November in the Knowles Me-
morial Chapel at 8:00 p.m.. The concert is free 
and open to the Rollins community and the 
public at large. 
Founded in January 1990, OGC has already 
established itself as an organization devoted to 
the highest musical standards. Its memorized 
repertoire is drawn from over three centuries of 
great choral music in many languages as well as 
selections from stage and screen. The Chorus 
has performed recently at the invitation of the 
Orlando Opera Company, at the Orlando Mu-
seum of Art, and at the Tampa Bay Performing 
Arts Center. In July 1992 the Chorus will travel 
to Denver to perform at an international week— 
long celebration of music by gay and lesbian 
choruses. 
The DIVERSITY concert will include a 
wide range of music, typical of the OGC's 
eclectic programming. Works by Handel and 
American composers will be contrasted with 
music from the Civil War period, Spirituals and 
selections from Broadway. So, come hear us 
sing! Last year's concert attendance was terrific, 
so come early for a good seat! 
Mark's Music Marque 
BY MARK SNYDER 
Sandspur Staff 
Welcome to the first edition of Mark's 
Music Marque. I, Mark Snyder, will be dis-
cussing a reviewing new albums and releases 
on a weekly basis. My reviews, however, are 
different than most other record reviews. I will 
discuss these new albums in a very non-judge-
mental manner; that is, I will try very hard not 
to impose my personal opinion on my reviews. 
Most record review columns use some kind of 
"star-system" or rate records on a scale of 1 to 
10. I, however, will offer the most unbiased 
review that I possibly can. 
This Picture, A Violent Impression (RCA/ 
BMG records): For anyone who likes U2 and 
Echo and the Bunnymen, this one is for you. 
This Picture, who sound like a cross between 
the two, use a lot of snazzy drum beats, unique 
acoustic guitar arrangements, and a very me-
lodic chords that all flow tranquilly together. 
The lead singer, Symon Bye, sounds like a 
mellowed out Bono, which adds a unique facet 
to this very peaceful acoustic album. His lyrics 
are very in depth and add a lot of intrigue to the 
songs themselves. Tracks such as "Death's 
Sweet Religion", "A Violent Impression", and 
"Still Life" offer new viewpoints on relation-
ships, and the music makes you just sit back and 
listen. Other tracks, like "Naked Rain" and 
"Breathe Deeply Now" are quite upbeat, and 
seem to almost move you physically along with 
them. "5:30 A.M.", is probably the hardest 
track on the album, with a lot of overlaid com-
plex yet pleasing acoustic guitar lines, and this 
in combination with Symon's flowing voice is 
surprisingly interesting. Overall, I would say 
that This Picture are definitely up and coming; 
their talent won't remain unknown for long. 
With the talent of the band and the power of 
Symon Bye's voice, This Picture are sure to 
have a successful future. 
The Pixies, Trompe Le Monde (Elektra/ 
4AD records): This popular four person band 
are back with their new and interesting album 
The Pixies re notorious for either having their 
music sound very mellow or very hard, and I 
would definitely say this is the hardest of their 
hard. If you enjoy "Here Comes Your Man" 
type Pixies, then I am not too sure you would 
enjoy this album. But for those of you who are 
die-hard fans and love all of the Pixies' music, 
then you'll love this one. I was surprised at the 
shortness of the songs (15 songs, 39 minutes of 
music), but each one is full of hard but catchy 
guitar lines, especially "The Sad Punk", "U-
Mass", "Palace of the Brine", and "Space (I 
Believe In)". Lead vocalistBlack Francis ranges 
from speaking ("Subbacultcha"), to truly sing-
ing ("TrompeLe Monde"), to screaming ("Planet 
of Sound"). Probably the most interesting track 
on the album is their remake of the Jesus and 
Mary Chain song, "Head On". At points in the 
song Black Francis even sounds like William 
Reid! This album also has the traditional am-
biguous and insightful odd lyrics that are typical 
to the Pixies. Although this album may not 
appeal to every Pixies fan, they certainly suc-
ceed in making a very hard-rocking grooving 
album. The Pixies will be in concertNovember 
13th at 8 p.m. at the Beacham Theatre along 
with Pere Ubu. Tickets are $15 in advance and 
$17 the day of the show. 
Lloyd Cole, Don't Get Weird On Me Babe 
(Capitol/Polydor records): This is the second 
solo album from Cole, in which he attempts to 
try new and innovative techniques. Following 
what he calls "pop" music, Cole pursues two 
basic styles of his music on this album. The first 
half of the album contains guitar songs, and the 
second half contains songs that are fully orches-
trated. Cole worked with the same musicians 
from the last album, which is evident in com-
parison with the guitar tracks off this album. On 
these guitar tracks, Cole supplies happy tunes 
and quaint lines, namely on 'Tell Your Sister", 
"To the Lions", and "Pay for It". Cole also 
offers catchy singable choruses, especially 
evident on "She's a Girl and I'm a Man". The 
second half of this album is fully orchestrated 
and complex, which Cole feels "undermines 
the simplicity of the first half." The guitar lines 
take a back seat to the violins, which is clearly 
shown on "Butterfly" and "There for Her". The 
combination of Cole's voice, the mellow per-
cussion, the soft guitar, and flowing orchestra 
all add up to a beautiful and peaceful listening 
experience. The other half of the album is just 
as relaxing, and the two halves together prove 
Cole to be a unique and diverse musical artist. 
Keep a look out for Lloyd Cole's tour which 
will begin in early 1992. 
The Smithereens, Blow Up (Capitol 
records): This album is, perhaps, the happiest 
sounding Smithereens album yet. However, 
lead singer Pat DiNizio feels that it is not 
necessarily the happiest lyrically. Whatever 
the case may be, The Smithereens have suc-
ceeded once again in supplying true rock 'n' roll 
music. This is clearly evident on the first track, 
"Top of the Pops", as well as "Tell Me When 
Did Things Go So Wrong", "Indigo Blues", 
and "It's Alright". The Smithereens have 
branched out, however, fooling around with a 
variety of new influences and styles: waltzes, 
bossanovabeats, light ballads, and jazzy tones. 
But they don't lose focus with their true rocking 
roots, even when they use an orchestra (yes, as 
a matter of fact, a 17 piece string orchestra!) on 
"If You Want the Sun to Shine" as well as on 
several of the other tracks. The Smithereens 
also use other vocalists; a duet is unique to "Get 
a Hold of My Heart" and the Cowsills are the 
backing vocals on "Now andThen". PatDiNizio 
also experiments withnew writing perspectives, 
which is evident on "Tell Me When Did Things 
Go So Wrong", which is a political song about 
what DiNizio feels "society has turned into." 
The Smithereens have done a great job in 
exploring new and different ways of present-
ing their infamous rock 'n' roll sound. This 12 
track album is overall quite a unique offering 
from this well-known and successful act. 
New York, 
New York, 
my kind of 
town 
BY JENNIFER ST. J O H N 
Sandspur Film Critic 
I have no film to review this week. 
Before I am pummelled with rotting saladbai 
veggies from Beans, allow me to explain why 
I have no review. 
I was in New York City trying to bribe mj 
way into NYU Film School and the next 
Woody Allen project. 
So there. ^ ^ ^ 
No, really. I was in the Big Apple forth* 
College Music Journal convention as part01 
my duties for WPRK, that radio station I 
you probably haven't listened to yet. 
So I would like to extend an open invitation101 
listen to not only my show Tuesday «"' 
Thursday mornings from 8-9:30 AM, but 
all the shows on WPRK. All that cool "ne» 
music like EMF, Nirvana, etc? We play1, 
first. Be cool before everyone else. Give'1' 
try. 
(I didn't really bribe my way into NYU. *> 
I did meet Charlie Benante from Antl^ 
Allanah Currie from the Thompson Twi# j 
and Ian, the guitarist from EMF.) 
What does this have to do with movies. 
Nothing. Except that I'll review a new of-
next week, I promise. 
Until then... 
(with my new Macy's outfit, nyah nyah.) 
That's a take. 
flgoen^ 6,1991 
ROC Fall Break Trip: 
good things come in 
small packages 
some late night hotel Jacuzzi jumping. 
Most importantly, the park was only three 
short hours from New Orleans and the French 
Quarter! We ate at Houlihan's restaurant, and 
slam slow- danced on the sweat—filled dance 
floor at the "Ye old Opera House." We took 
lots of pictures of people wed never seen 
before in our lives and managed to make 
complete asses of ourselves. 
So if you didn't consider going, you 
should have, and if you want to 'in the future, 
were always here! 
The four person ROC trip that took place 
over fall break was packed with excitement. We 
left Rollins on Friday morning and made our 
happy way up to Pensacola with a short stop at 
the ecologically sound Sea-Side Village (we 
(jjdn't want to be the only tourist that failed to 
stop! 
Big Lagoon State park was a great base 
camp. It located us near the most gorgeous 
beaches with snow white, sand dunes and aqua-
blue waters. The sand dunes provided us with a 
neat night full of flashlight tag and running 
naked through the beach. We also indulged in 
Henry Rollins' 
BOXED LIFE spoken 
word tour 
arrives atRollins NOV. 
12th 
After taking only a very short breath since 
rocking out on Lollapalooza, Henry Rollins along 
with the rest of the Rollins Band just spent six 
weeks in the studio in New Jersey working on 
the newest Rollins Band record for release by 
The lniago Recording Company before Spring 
of 1992. Watch out for it. 
Now Henry Rollins is off again in No-
vember, this time on his own, doing spoken 
word shows across the country at clubs and 
colleges for the Boxed Life spoken word tour. At 
these shows, Rollins will spin stories from the 
distantpast and the near future, giving commen-
taries and anecdotes about the world as he 
lives it...in a "box," which is what Rollins 
"amicably" calls the hotel rooms he must call 
home for most of his life. 
These November tour dates include shows 
in Lexington, Atlanta, Orlando, Pittsburgh, 
New York, San Francisco, San Jose, L.A., San 
Diego, Chicago and Buffalo (see enclosed 
itinerary). Some dates have appearances by 
special guest writer Hubert Selby and/or writer/ 
actor Don Bajema. These shows will guaran-
tee to be a very Rollins experience. 
So, get experienced. 
Part of the Denver skyline that the courageous editors of Sandspur could see from their 
9th floor suite. 
The Not So Phantom 
Diner: The Black-Eyed 
Pea 
BY MARIA LUISA PINO, JR. 
Sandspur Starr 
If your palate is wet for traditional south-
ern cooking, The Black-Eyed Pea deserves your 
visit. My visit to this restaurant was not initially 
my choice; I was invited by the family of my 
closest friend on campus. This family grew up 
with southern cooking. This was, indeed, anew 
experience for me. 
As soon as we walked through the front 
door, the pleasant sound of constant conversa-
tion enveloped me. It was as if I had walked into 
a mess hall; everyone seemed to enjoy the feast 
set before them. The clattering of plates, 
children's voices, and laughs filled the air. I 
have never entered a restaurant set up quite like 
this before. The dining area was furnished 
completely with wood. Chairs, booths, tables, 
the bar, and all else glowed with nature's vi-
brant earth colors. Hanging on the walls 
throughout were artifacts from the typical 
southern country living, such as spurs, and 
wagon wheels. I must say, I liked this place 
from the start. 
Although there was a wait before we could 
be seated, it didn't take long for the hostess to 
call our name. Chicken and dumplings, fried 
okra, red beans and rice, and black-eyed peas, 
hence the name, were just some of the side 
dishes that my eyes fixed upon when I opened 
the menu. The eyes of my genuine southern 
friend lit up the moment she began to read the 
choices she had been given. 
Our waitress took no time in serving us our 
drinks and taking our orders. She was very 
Amazing... You'd Better Try It. 
pleasant; it made us feel right at home. Each 
of us ordered something different. I ordered 
the charbroiled chicken breast with red beans 
and rice and fresh green beans. My friend's 
mother ordered a meal named 'vegetable 
plate;' for those of you who are vegetarians, 
you, too, will be able to feast on a delectable 
variety of foods. With the vegetable plate, 
one chooses five different side dishes; each 
entree is served with homemade wheat rolls 
and cornbread. 
The food was absolutely delicious. No 
one at our table was dissatisfied with any of 
the main courses. My genuine southern family 
friends noticed, though, that there weren't 
any biscuits or collard greens; this was a 
mistake, since, as they had convinced me, 
these items were essential to the perfect feast. 
I loved the cornbread, the parents loved the 
wheat rolls, the four of us were so pleased 
with our selections that we were offering 
each other tastes of our meal. The Black-
Eyed Pea is the closest you '11 get to authentic 
traditional southern cooking in the Orlando 
area. 
The restaurant is located at 3150 Uni-
versity Boulevard right here in Winter Park. 
Entree's are a bargain ranging from $5.85 to 
$9.25 (that being the New York Strip Steak). 
If Joe Rollins is aching for a home cooked 
meal atmosphere, he should take a big group 
of friends and dine at the BlackEyed Pea. 
This restaurant gets the highest rating.. 
Amazing! You'd Better Try It!! 
Five editors and a 
conference 
BY R.L. CHARPENTIER 
Style Editor 
Picture, if you will, five editors from the 
Rollins Sandspur piling into cars at 8:15 
a.m. Thursday morning. A mad rush to the 
Orlando airport to catch their 9:15 a.m.plane 
to Denver. Baggage check in, running for the 
plane, and then loading their things into those 
overhead compartments. The loading dock 
pulls away, and then information comes to 
one of the editors. We were on the wrong 
plane! 
That's how my Thursday started out. 
Arghh!!!!!! Fortunately we got onto the right 
plane and made it to Denver. Our luggage 
even made it! 
One of the First things I noticed when we 
got into downtown Denver shocked the hell 
out of me. Tall buildings... with no BANK 
SIGNS on them! Wow! The other shocker 
was the weather. Talk about cold. I never 
knew I could get frostbite on my hair before. 
And they had that snow stuff there too. 
One great thing about our trip was our 
hotel. The Brown Palace Hotel. Simply 
amazing. This place can only be described as 
gorgeous. And they let us stay there (well, 
I can understand them letting everyone else 
in, but I even got in!) And when Sandy told 
the bell hop we were in room 902 he received 
a very serious, "That is a NICE ROOM. Lots 
of crystal." I guess it was a warning to 
bumpkins like us. 
We went to the best little sub shop/deli 
I've ever been to. Huge subs, reasonable 
prices, and the place was heated too. I'll send 
the Not So Phantom Diner there next week. 
During the evenings we went out and 
walked around downtown Denver. Once 
again, COLD! Merideth and Sandy got into 
a snowball fight just about every time we 
went out of the hotel. I think they're related 
or something. Bill and I watched, stayed 
dryer than them, and got a good laugh out of 
their playing. Once we realized our body 
parts were about to freeze off, we made our 
way back to the hotel. Yeah for heat! 
It snowed and snowed on Friday. The 
bad part of the conference was the four block 
walk, in the snow, to the conference. I think 
I can safely say we all got our fill of the cold. 
Oh, yeah. The conference was pretty 
informative too! Really, we got plenty of 
information out of it, and you'll see some 
changes soon (OOH! I don't know if that's 
good or bad). I think the most important thing 
I learned was that there are places where 
maids really do rum down your bedsheets for 
you! I wish we had that here!! 
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Pinehursf 
Pinehurst is happy to anounce that our house is looking 
better than ever, thanks to the work of the residential life 
maintenance staff and also to our members who put in a ton of 
work on Sunday, October 20, Pinehurst clean-up day. We are 
grateful to all those who hung in for our marathon Summit 
meeting on October 13. We tried to do the impossible: that is, 
agree upon a definition of Pinehurst. It came as no surprise when 
we failed to do this, but the discussions generated and the sense 
of community realized at this meeting were well worth the time 
and energy. Pinehurst, with or without a definition, is thriving 
this year with lots of members, new and old. We recently enjoyed 
the company of Donna Wyche, Rollins' new alcohol educator. 
Donna came by for dinner and conversation and all involved 
learned a lot. 
Though our members are heavily involved in various cam-
pus activities, we manage to meet every other Sunday at 10 p.m. 
in our first floor lounge. Our meetings are always open to new 
members and we welcome visitors. The next Pinehurst meeting 
will be Sunday, November 17. 
Just a short notice to inform all those who 
are interested in male rush that there will be a 
"Meet the Greeks" catered barbecue at the 
pool on Wednesday, Nov. 6 from 6:00-7:30 
PM. All guys that are interested in rushing 
during the WinterTerm are strongly encour-
aged to attend. Should it happen to rain, hur-
ricane, etc. the barbecue will be held on Thurs-
day, Nov. 7. Also IFC will be sponsoring a 
speech on "The Importance of the Greek 
System on Campus" in Crummer Auditorium 
at 8:00 PM on Tuesday, Nov 19. The whole 
campus is invi ted and we hope that everyone 




We would like to thank ADEPT for all the 
great happy hours we've given. This week we 
had a speaker from Hospice who wants us to get 
involved with them. We still go to Winter Park 
Day Nursery every Wed and Fri from 3-6pm. In 
November, we're going to get involved with an 
orphanage to cook them Thanksgiving dinner. If 
interested in any of the above, or if you just want 
to make new friends, our meetings are Tues at 
7pm in the Sullivan House. 
At 5:00 a.m. on Thursday, Oct. 3rd, five 
members of the Rollins Surf Club drove north 
to New Smyrna inlet to surf the second Surf 
Club dawn patrol this year. The surfers reached 
the beach with enough time to catch a glimpse 
of abrilliant sunrise that gave light to 5-6 foot 
glassy barrels. A slight off shore breeze pro-
vided for little warmth but helped re-define 
the word "hollow". A good two hour session 
filled with sharks, dolphins and jobless locals, 
was had. After the rest of New Smyrna joined 
us at the inlet, the Surf Club Surfers went to 
Bethune Park to continue surfing excellent 
waves in uncrowded conditions. 
If you would like to be a part of any Surf 
Club trip in the future, come to our meeting 
and movie on Wednesdays at 8:00 in Lyman 
hall. Beginners as well as all skill level surfers 
are welcome to joinus. The Rollins Surf Club 
is proudly sponsored by the Rollins Outdoor 
Club and "Rocky" at South Swell Watersports. 
We Complete The Puzzle! 
The Nation's Hottest Graduate School Counseling Firm , 
• GRE, GMAT, MCAT, and LSAT preparation! 
learn htm to take tht test to £rf your best score/ 
• Research & Reading skills 
team how to Read & Research mon effectively! 
• Grad School Entrance Counseling! 
Uam how to choose the right Grad School for you! 
longwood • 407-831-8833 
EDDY TOUSSAINT' S 
SARASOTA BALLET 
TO PERFORM AT 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
The SARASOTA BALLET OF FLORIDA, under the Artistic Direction of Eddy Toussaifl 
will perform at the Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins College on Friday and Saturday, Novell* 
8th and 9th at 8:00 p.m. each evening. 
Included in the evening selections will be Toussaint's award winning duet "A Simple Moment 
"Romeo and Juliet Pas de Deux", "Bodies", and Toussaint's most recent choreographic efp 
"Florida Suite." 
Tickets are $20.00, $15.00 for Sr. Citizens and College personnel, $10.00 Rollins StadeflR 
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For Crying Out Lou 
SUBMITTED BY MARK ANDERSON 
Smlspur Contributor 
In this age of institutionalization, students often feel out of control of their education. Faculty dictate reading assignments, 
jroblem sets, and writing assignments, leaving students to conform or rebel but without power to determine what is best for 
themselves. For Crying Out Loud, why cant students have a say in what they do in class? Aren't there any classes where students 
make the decisions? 
Believe it or not, there is such a class: it's the seminar run by the C Community Of Learners, a self-chosen group of one 
nrofessor and nine students who have complete control over the agenda, grading system, and format of the seminar. 
The theme of this year's COL team is Global Conflict and Resolution. All ten members are taking three courses which have 
to do with the theme: World Religion: Judaism, Christianity and Islam (with Yudit Greenberg); Environmental Crisis (with Barry 
Allen); and Problems in Central America (with Pedro Pequono). Then on Monday evenings, the team meets to discuss conflict 
in a student-planned format, which has included watching movies (Mississippi Burning. Dead Poets Society. THX 11381 and 
reacting to them, reading position papers and then debating issues like U.S. involvement in the Middle East, and holding a 
workshop on racism with James Bell. 
The COL group, as the name says, is becoming a subcommunity at Rollins. They have gone to see a play (Working") together, 
eone to eat together with their professors in the home of a professor, had pizza-movie lunches, shared ideas and experiences in 
a class journal, conducted a survey to study the conflict involved in the new alcohol policy, and of course suffered together 
preparing for tests and writing papers. 
COL is not a program where people acquire an education; it is a program where students educate themselves about a topic which 
they care about. It is a grotip of people who care about each other and who work together to make a semester of real learning 
and growth. And, for Crying Out Loud, it works! 
Need A Ride? 
Just in time for Thanksgiving Break, Student Services 
Committee (SSC) has produced a "Ride Home Board". It is a 
map with color coded cards (see sample below) which students 
who are driving home may fill out if they have extra room in their 
car. We encourage students to use this board to offer rides and 
also to find rides home for break or weekends. 
This board is located in Mills outside of the SSC office. 
Please stop by and see if anyone is going your way. 
Destination: 
Date of departure: 
Name: 
Phone: 




. PLEASURE ISLAND 
* » HOT SHEET • 
4 Check out what's hot this month on the Island 
. ALL-NEW . 
j NEW YEAR'S 
EVE PARTY • 
• EVERY NIGHT! 
(Company 201 50 
Six outrageous nightclubs: 
• Mannequins Dance Palace 
• Neon Armadillo Music Saloon 
• Adventurers Club 
• Comedy Warehouse 
k • XZFR Rock & Roll 
Beach Club 
•CAGE 
A COMEDY EXPERIENCE 
ifffr 
T u e s d a Y r t node the Stars 
NATIONAL 
TOURING COMPANY 
Sunday, November 10 
Monday, November 11 
7:20, 8;25, 9:40 & 11:10 p.m. 
at the 
Comedy Warehouse 
Come out and 
experience the comedic 
stylings from the people 
who have made satire a 
tradition. 
Please cut out this coupon. 
com 
Must present coupon, valid Florida 
college I.D. and driver's license. 
Valid any day. Expires December 30,1991. Not valid with any 
other discounts or for selected special events. 
^ Near the Disney Village. 1-4 to Exit 26B. Free Parking 
Phnn^AOl 934-7781 for more information. Regular price tickets available at all a 
Phone 40/ v^4 / /o i 101
 E n t e r t a j n m e n t and prices subject to change. 
i«H KV, r, rv-,r^nt Valid oossport U.S. driver's license with photo or active military I.D reqi. 
Under 18 must be accompa ' . - ^ 21
 c°5ae° to enter Mannequins 
i I reaDy wantn^mom to find 
me face'down in my own blood 
on the flow of her bathroom.Tne 
W O U l f t l l Q v S V I V v S 1 1 1 The far on the back of my neck stood on end My fore 
head went wef. 1 date my p o l k * life,' she said. If was (lie first col I gof working af the suicide hotline, a volunteer filing I did 
because a friend said she gof so much ouf of if. Before 
gof too nervous, I stood up and spoke info fhe phone wif, 
as much compassion as I could. But my voice skipped 
and fluffed. H o w do you fell a girl like fhis its going to 
be alright? Just when my head sfarfed to swim wifh fhe 
idea fhat I might be fhe reason she kills herself, if hit me. She doesn't want me to have fhe answers, she just wants a friend, She 
wants me to understand because no one else wants to. I never felf so alive. A n d that feeling is what brings me back here to i 
phones, Everyone reaches a point where they need help. If all if fakes \^ listening for a few hours, I can do that. % % 
This is Chris Suffredini s real-life story. He is one of the little answers to (he big 
problems facing every community in America. And because kat are more people 
than problems, things will get done. All you have to do is something. Do anything. 
To find out how you can help in your community, call I (800) 6 7 7 - 5 5 1 5 . 
O POINTS OF LIGHT F O U N D A T I O N B 
D O S O M E T H I N G G O O D . F E E L S O M E T H I N G R E A L 
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The Rollins Soccer Teams Bid Farewell 
To Their 1991 Season 
BY LISA MOODY 
SANDSPUR STAFF 
The Men.. . 
The cold weather seems to be here and so ends soccer. The Tars have suffered through a particularly 
difficult season and will soon be saying good-by to their seniors, but there are those still anxious for 
the next year and the chance to show the true talent that Rollins posesses. As for their wins and losses, 
coach Keith Buckley simply stated that, "There are no excuses. You're only as good as your record." 
In their last week of soccer, the Tars took on arch rival UCF. Rollins played with determination and 
the players that participated endured untold amounts of abuse from UCF. Famous for inflicting 
deliberate injuries, UCF played a dirty game and left one Rollins player, Craig McClurg, in acute pain. 
After Craig was injured, the game belonged to UCF. Rollins couldn' t hold off UCF and in the end, they 
had scored on the Tars four times. 
To end their season, Rollins played yet another top ranked team. In this case, it was the University 
ofMissouri who is ranked third in the nation. This didn't intimidate Rollins: It was the last game of the 
season and for three seniors, it was their last time on Sandspur field. The game saw many attempts at 
scoring by Rollins, but most what was most impressive was the Tars' defense. The University of 
Missouri had only scored once at half time. The second half proved to be more difficult for the Tars: 
Rollins was scored on twice in the first five minutes. Obviously, the University of Missouri was 
unprepared to allow Rollins the win. Still, Rollins saw noble efforts — mainly through a player who 
received ared card and was benched in the last two minutes of the game. The player was Sean Morton, 
a valuable mid-fielder who has been a part of the Tars' important hustles throughout the year. Rollins 
finished the season with an impressive effort but still full of frustration. 
Given the chance to speak with Keith Buckley after the game, who described himself as, 
"emotionally spent," he mentioned several of his key players: Joe Virgilio, a brawny defender 
who will be a key part of next year's defense, David Hughes, and Doug Kriska, known as the 
"workhorse" for the Tars and certainly a player that will be sorely missed. The word that could 
describe this season and one that has been expressed by many a player, coach and fan is 
"frustrating." These same people look on to the next season, however, and and are filled with 
the hope that has supported Rollins since the beginning. 
. . . And The Women 
Friday evening, the Lady Tars faced their toughest challenge of the season: Florida In-
ternational University. Their opponent was ranked tenth in the nation and considered their 
game against Rollins a "warm up" to playing Notre Dame. Much to their chagrin, Rollins was 
more than a simple win. The women played with an intensity never before seen in this club 
team. Knowing that it was their last, the Lady Tars infused their game with the desire that has 
led them through a season riveted with difficult games and frustrating results. All of the effort 
that each player had exerted in practices and sprints was applied to the admitted powerhouse, 
F1U. The game's statistics do not give the proper credit that this team deserves. Chata Dickson 
played with incredible determination. The team worked as a whole with switches that 
confused FlU's defense and allowed for one goal for Rollins to their nine. To best sum up, 
Rollins ended the season unashamed and hopeful for the proper recognition that may one day 
come to them through promotion as a varsity team. 
Celebration 
of Wellness 
"A Celebration of Wellness for the Whole 
Family" will be the theme of the third annual 
1991 Wellness Center 5K Run/Walk on Sat-
urday, Nov. 16. The event will he held to 
crate the second anniversary of the Peggy & 
Philip B. Gross Wellness Center, a service 
of Winter Park Memorial Hospital. More 
than 1,400 people are expected to participate. 
The 5K (3.1 mile) run/walk, a Track Shack 
GrandPrix event, has an official start time of 
8 a.m. at the wellness canter and follows a 
scenicroute through residential Winter Park. 
Awards will go to the top three overall male/ 
female.overall male/female master, top three 
in each age group and top three wheelchair, 
while awards for participants in the 5K walk 
will go to the overall male and female, and 
the top three male/female in each age group. 
Al runners and walkers will receive a 
commemorative race tank top. 
There also will he a "kiddie run" at 9:15 
im. for children age 8 and under, and free 
health and fitness screenings for all run/ 
walk participants and spectators from 9-11 
a.m. 
A special pre-race pasta dinner and run-
ning/walking clinic will he held on Fri., 
Nov
- 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the hospital's 
medical-library auditorium. Fitness experts 
and healthcare professionals will make 
Presentation topics of specific interest to 
^ners and walkers including diet, equip-
ment, injury prevention, coaching tips and 
cross-training. 
Entry fees for the 5K run/walk are $10 
^ugh Nov. 9, $12- Nov. 11-15 and $15 
ky of race. The "kiddie run" is free. Ad-
mssion to the pre-race pasta dinner and 
inning/walking clinic is $6/person. For 
,re information on the Nov. 16 run/walk, 
^ Track Shack at 898-1160. For more 
formation on the Nov. 15 pre-race pasta 
n^ner and running/walking clinic, call the 
illness center at 646-7443. 
This past weekend the Lady Tars traveled to Flagler, where they competed against 
many other teams in the inter - collegiate competition. The Lady Tars were quite 
successful; they won seven out of the nine flights. 
Lauren Shipley 
- Lauren Shipley 
Leslie Jones 
#2 Flight, Doubles - Carol Picton 
Jennifer Miller 
• Carol Picton 
• Jennifer Mowbray 
• Jennifer Miller 
Alyson Vallante 
#1 Flight, Singles 
#1 Flight, Doubles 
#3 Flight, Singles 
#4 Flight, Singles 
#5 Flight, Singles 
#6 Flight, singles • 
l 
Lady Tars at 5:30 
Don't Miss The Action! 
The Final 
Stage 
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S BID TO BECOME 
A VENUE FOR WORLD CUP SOCCER IN 
1994 ENTERS ITS FINAL STAGES ON 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, AND FRIDAY, 
NOVEMBER 1, AS EIGHT MEMBERS OF 
THE INSPECTION TEAM FROM THE FED-
ERATION INTERNATIONALE DE FOOT-
BALL ASSOCIATION ("FIFA"), AND 
WORLD CUP USA VISIT ORLANDO. AT 
9:05 P.M., OCTOBER 31, THE INSPECTION 
TEAM WILL ARRIVE BY CHARTERED JET 
AT PAGE AVJET'S EXECUTIVE TERMI-
NAL AT ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT TO BE GREETED BY A SPEC-
TACULAR RECEPTION PREPARED BY 
WALT DISNEY WORLD. 
THE INSPECTION TEAM WILL BE 
TAKEN TO THE CITRUS BOWL AT 8:15 
A.M.. ON NOVEMBER 1, AND WILL BEGIN 
A TOUR OF EVERY COMPONENT OF THE 
STADIUM. 
AT 11:00 A.M., A PRESS CONFERENCE 
WILL BE HELD AT THE STADIUM. MAYOR 
BILL FREDERICK WILL BE JOINED BY 
GREG FARMER, FLORIDA SECRETARY OF 
COMMERCE, WHO WILL UNDERSCORE 
THE STATE OF FLORIDA'S SUPPORT FOR 
WORLD CUP SOCCER AND THE OVER-
WHELMING ECONOMIC 
IMPACT WHICH THIS EVENT WOULD 
HAVE UPON ANY SELECTED VENUE. 
AT 12:00 P.M., A LUNCHEON HONOR-
ING THE INSPECTION TEAM WILL COM-
MENCE AT THE NEW CITRUS BOWL CON-
FERENCE CENTER. IN ATTENDANCE 
WILL BE JIM SMITH, FLORIDA SECRE-
TARY OF STATE, THE HONORABLE BILL 
FREDERICK, MAYOR OF ORLANDO, 
MEMBERS OF THE ORLANDO CITY 
COUNCIL, THE ORANGE COUNTY BOARD 
OF COMMISSIONERS, THE OSCEOLA 
COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, 
AND OVER 150 OTHER AREA VIP'S WHO 
HAVE EXPRESSED THEIR SUPPORT FOR 
WORLD CUP SOCCER THROUGH CON-
TRIBUTIONS AND SPONSORSHIPS DUR-
ING THE PAST THREE YEARS. 
THE INSPECTION TEAM WILL DEPART 
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON 
ITS CHARTERED JET AT 1:45 P.M. AFTER 
A FAREWELL FROM EPCOT AMBASSA-
DORS AND CHARACTERS WHO WILL 
EXPRESS CENTRAL FLORIDA'S HOPE 
THAT "WE'LL SEE YOU IN 1994!" 
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The Sandspur, in its 9 8th year of publication, 
is published weekly on Wednesday sand has 
a circulation of 2500. 
We, the editorial board of The Sandspur, extend 
an invitation to our readers to submit letters and 
articles to The Sandspur. 
In order for a letter to be considered for 
publicauon.it must include the name and phone 
number of the author. 
AU letters and articles which are submitted must 
bear the handwritten signature of the author. 
The letter should be focused and must not exceed 
275 words in length. 
AU letters/articles must be typed; heavy, dark 
print is preferred. 
Letters and articles which are submitted must be 
factual and accurate. 
As the Editors, we reserve the right to correct 
spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors; 
but, under no circumstances wiU we alter the form 
or content of the author's ideas. 
Submit articles to Tht Sandspur at campus box 
2742 or drop it by our office, Mills 307. Tele-
phone: (407) 646-2696. The views expressed in 
The Sandspur do not necessarily reflect those of 
the Editors. 
Submissions must be received in The Sandspur 
offices by 5:00p.m. on the Friday before publi-
cation. 
Submissions must be received in The Sandspur 
offices by 5:00p.m. on the Friday before publi-
cation. 
Dear Editors, 
The article The Summit: Students NOT Wel-
come! by Don Hensel is a very accurate expres-
sion of how many students feel about the upcom-
ing Summit. Mr. Hensel's article addresses the 
issues surrounding the Summit in an excellent 
fashion. I agree with every point he makes and 
would like to add some more. I am a Senior and 
having attended the Summit in 1988,1 was able 
to see the problems that Rollins was facing at that 
point. Remarkably, it seems that almost every 
problem discussed then has come up again four 
years later, for the '91 Summit. 
For example, to those students who have been 
recently complaining about the BYOB policy, 
ask a senior what the alcohol policy was our 
Freshman Fall. Kegs were banned from campus 
at this time and a system very similar to the 
existing BYOB policy was in effect. In the Fall 
of '88, to enter a party you had to show ID and 
because of the expense of not having kegs you 
either donated beer or money to buy beer. In 
actuality there is no no difference between this 
system in '88 and how today's BYOB really 
works. So, what I am trying to say is that the 
alcohol policy is not a new issue just one that 
keeps popping up, and will do so again and again 
each time the administration feels it has power to 
do something. 
What does this have to do with administration 
power? A lot. Those of you who were here last 
year will remember the student summit con-
structed because of the Omnipotent Order of 
Osceola. On the most part, those who were 
omnipotent turned out to be our President, 
Administrators and SGA leaders. When these 
leaders and administrators where questioned 
why they were willingly part of a group that 
practices hazing, elitism and secrecy, every-
thing that Rollins preaches against, they 
couldn't come up with any answers. 
Will they come up with answers or even 
solutions that can and will be followed through 
at the Summit or will they continue to act of 
their own will? 
On this campus the administration could 
realistically implement any policy they wanted. 
They built up their power. This power has 
been gained through pro-administration SGA 
leaders and the lack of student voice and actions. 
Independently dunking SGA leaders and stu-
dent voices and actions are the only things that 
could prevent unfavorable policies such as 
BYOB. 
The two results of the '88 Summit that I 
vividly remember were a return to the keg 
system and maybe a more alert student body. 
Both which might be gone now. Other "hot 
topics" such as Marriott, the parking situation 
and housing were also brought up in the, '88 
Summit. These are now the topics that are 
addressed with an "I have a dream...", speech 
and thrown back into the pool to recirculate for 
another few years. Unfortunately, the adrninis. 
tration might not believe these are "hot topics" 
because they do not have to eat Marriott food, 
fight for parking and live in McKean. For those 
faculty staff and students who must deal with 
some or all of these "hot topics" daily, yeai 
after year, they are a problem. We addressed 
these problems four years ago and have not 
seen any sort of change for the better. 
I believe there are many more serious prob-
lems that need to be corrected not just recircu-
lated that would boost the morale of Rollins and 
make it a better and enjoyable place for all. If 
these issues will not be solved , I question the 
validity of the '91 Summit and its potential 
usefulness to the campus. Will issues be ad-
dressed and forgotten again as in '88? Do the 
administrators want to hear our ideas? 
Finally, I suggest that if the Students want 
changes around here, we must speak up and 
address the issues at the '91 Summit. Most 
importantly, follow through and make sure that 
what is said is done. Obviously, this goes for 
faculty and staff too. So let's get together on 
Friday as unwelcome guests and crash the 




Students go around the campus complaining constantiy about the quality of Beans, nothing to do on weekends, not being important to the school. 
It is time to get involved, the Senators are there to represent you in the student government but it is apparent that they cannot possibly handle all 
the complaints without action from the students. We have classes and activities to attend also. So I address you, the constituents to take some of 
the problems areas into your own hands and offer your help to a Senator in changing this school. 
For example, one area of need seems to be the poor quality of our Health Center. There is an MD from 9:30am to 12:30pm for open sick call 
and a nurse available to students for the weekends (clinics in the Winter Park area do accept Rollins students but transportation is not provided). 
Thus, if you were to get sick after 12:30 on Friday you could not consult an on-campus physician until the following Monday at 9:30am. Or even 
more alarming is if a serious accident were to occur. 
In this case, first you would call the operator (whose hours are entirely another issue needing attention:8:30am to 9pm Monday through Friday 
and 8:30am to 4pm Saturday) who is hopefully on duty. She would advise you to call the Health Center where you would have to listen to a recording. 
This would instruct you to call an area coordinator. If the coordinator can be reached then campus safety should be called, another machine to listen 
to. 
This is a disgrace that our college has a lower quality ofmedical care thanmost boarding schools! I have been told they are working on ameliorating 
the system but it takes too much money. 
If you are interested in forming a committee to change this situation ourselves please contact the Student Services Committee at x2539 or stop 
by the office in Mills. 
There are still other issues needing help if you want to get involved: 
Energy Conservation at Rollins 
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Top 10 things to remember... 
when eating at Beans 
10. Never eat anything named after a country 
9. Never eat anything they can't spell 
8. The Student Center 
7. Always check for the Random Pricer 
6. The pointy end of the tray faces up 
5. What ever happened to free cheese? 
4. The elegant cuisine is both tempting and resonably 
priced...NOT 
3. Annoying tack holes in your dorm walls? Try mashed 
potatoes 
2. When ordering delivery, 24 hours in advance is usually 
enough 
1. Screaming "Fire!" no longer considered funny 
Coming To Terms: 
Realism is unreal 
BY ALAN NORDSTROM 
Sanspur Columnist 
One reason I'm not currently inclined to write 
novels is that I think of novels generally as real-
istic, and the standard advice is that one should 
write about what one knows first hand. Since 
what I know of life first hand rarely seems like 
anything I read in novels, and since what I'm to 
narrate so realistically won't make a good story, 
I'm stuck. 
If I'm to get beyond this block, I need to loosen 
up on the realism criterion. I need to give myself 
much more mental liberty to make up what is to 
pass for reality. I'm coming to think that the 
novelist's true skill is not his transcribing life 
accurately but his passing off ay real and life/tike 
what he has largely imagined. In this "post-
modern" era the status of "reality" has altered 
anyway; therefore, the need to be conventionally 
realistic has faded. If we assume that each of us 
experiences a different "reality," constituted 
largely of subjective elements that shape and 
color our perceptions, then there's little "objec-
tive" reality to refer to, much less to represent in 
fiction. 
Of course, common-sensically, despite 
postmodernist theories, we still live by day-to-
day assumptions regarding the "world out there" 
that most of us share. We still point to the owl on 
the oak branch scattering the downy feathers of its 
pigeon prey with its precise beak. We still point 
to the vagabondish fellow striding past shop 
windows and gesticulating histrionically as he 
shouts at his reflections. We expect our com-
panions to see what we see and share our experi-
ence to a large degree. 
It's the degree that's in question, and the extent 
to which others can be brought to take something 
for real simply by persuasion. That's where the 
novelist's art comes in, and the story writer's and 
the playwright's as well. The fictioneer con-
structs his own "reality" and succeeds if he per-
suades us to believe in it. Thus his job is not 
to reflect reality like a mirror but to depict 
reality like a painter, who traffics in illusion; 
no matter how "realistic" his style, paint is 
only paint. The fictioneer constructs an ana-
logue of what we commonly take to be reality 
but subtly alters its parts, persuading us 
constantly to suspend our inclination to dis-
believe the lifelikeness of his representation. 
Credibility is his criterion. During the time 
we are engaged with his fiction, we must 
accept the plausibility of his rendition and 
take it for real. 
This is encouraging advice. If I look at 
writing fiction as finding out what I can get 
away with, a matter of illusion making and 
spell binding, rather than truth telling in some 
objective sense, then I am free to improve 
upon the undramatic humdrum of my daily 
life. In fact, I read fiction to begin with so as 
to be carried away from my life. I sit in a kind 
of trance, imaginatively absorbed in the al-
ternate "reality" conjured by the printed words 
under my eyes. If there are indeed "parallel 
universes," as some physicists conjecture, I 
think we have our closest facsimiles of that 
phenomenon in our fictions—plays, films, 
TV, novels, stories, and poems. All fiction 
involves a partial escape of our consciousness 
from our immediate, sensible experience into 
a parallel realm of recollected and recon-
structed experience that we call "fantasy" or 
"imagination." 
Thus it's silly of me to worry about the 
limits of my real experience when it comes to 
writing fiction. I have been confusing real-
ism with reality. Realism is only made-up 
reality, an imaginary simulacrum, an illusion 
of reality, or of what we agree to call reality. 
In reading fiction we don't want more of the 
lackluster life we know, we want better than 
that, just so long as the fictioneer makes us 






































Lunch & Dinner 
SPECIAL PRICES IN DELI 
FOR ROLLINS STUDENTS 
Hurry In Our accountant says that we need the 
money!!!!!! 
Full Size Sandwiches, Calzone, Stromboli, Italian 
grocery, Soda, Picnic Baskets, and Six Inch Heros. 
And just moments away from campus. 
$10.00 MINIMUM for FREE DEIVERY 
VISA, AMEX, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER 
ACCEPTED. 
See Special Menu On R.A. Boards 
Located across K-lot next to the Power House 
Phone:(407)629-1099 
115 E . L y m a n Ave. , W i n t e r P a r k 
Try Our Italian Restaurant Next Door 
Q division of CRD 
ir.t£\p:i.XLZ 
(904) 734-2978 
DeLand Home Office 
Textile Printer 
csr T-Shirts 
^ Golf Shirts 
*sr Caps 
is? Sport shirts & Uniforms 
*r All other textile goods 
Please call for an 
appointment 
— We Come To You — 
10. FREE FASHIONABLE UNIFORMS-you never dreamed polyester pants 
could look and leel so good! 
y. GENEROUS EXPENSE ACCOUNT-Hollins puts $ in your pocket, making 
dining on the road a fast food extravaganza! 
8. UNLIMITED TRAVEL!-see Florida for free, from one end of the 
Sunshine Statu Conference to the other! (advanced window seat 
booking suggested.) 
7. EXERCISE!-it's a lot cheaper than Bally's and more satisfying 
than stuffing your face watching Oprah every afternoon! 
6. FREE ACCESSORIES!-metal cleats and batting gloves will add 
the finishing touches to your spring wardrobe! 
'J. FREE SELF DEFENSE LESSONS!-wielding a dangerous bat every 
day builds the confidence necessary to self defense! 
4. YOU CAN MAKE FR I ENDS I!- 1 a id back atmosphere, along with 
mandatory "secret pals" guarantees friends and presents! 
1. FURTHERS THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT-prove yourself above those 
wimpy "frat-boy" softball teams! 
2. FREE SPRING UREAK!-practices S games scheduled around this 
sacred event 1 
AND THE #1 REASON TO JOIN THE VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM... 
1. V.I.P. INVITATION TO ROLLINS SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR!: 
The Annual Sports Banquet, a never-ending fiesta o'lun! 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN JOINING THE SOFTBALL TEAM, PLEASE COME 
TO AN INFORMAL MEETING AND PRACTICE SESSION ON TUESDAY: 
f. 
in the Fieldhouse Lobby 
IF YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS SESSION BUT ARE lilTERESTED, OR IF YOU 
HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT COACH SUZANNE PATTERSON 
AT EX. 2631 . 
Attention PITCHERS: Don't be shy, we know you're out there-v 
COME SHOW US WHAT YOU'VE GOT! J ' ' 
Member 6,1991 page 15 
FOR SALE 
House For Sale Original Florida 
Bungalow with 2bed/2bath and den. 1 
block from Rollins on Holt Ave. Call 644-
0097, leave message. 
phonemate Answering Machine New! 
Still in box. Originally $70, will sell for 
535. Call 678-8152. 
Waterski for Sale: 41" Kidder Redline 
Trick Ski. $165 or best offer. Call at xl937. 
Speakers for sale, 150 for pair. 
10-Speed Bike for Sale: Schwinn Varsity, 
new brakes, excellent condition $150. Call 
x2025, leave message. 
Dive Equipment for Sale: Tusa Liberator 
Fins! Great condition! Almost new! Call 
x2055. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WE NEED YOU!! 
At the Sandspur, we are always looking 
for individuals willing to help with the 
publication of a weekly paper. There are 
always positions to be filled including 
staff writers, photographers, and office 
staff. We also have positions available in 
our advertising department for students 
willing to work on commission. 
Contact Sandy or Meredith at 646-2696 
for more information. 
Interested in TV? Video Productions of 
Rollins College is looking for any students 
interested in the various phases of 
television production. For more 
information call Dal at 646-2018. 
Express Yourself! 
Brushing, the Rollins College literary 
magazine, is looking for students willing 
to contribute original writing, art, or 
photography for inclusion in an upcoming 
issue of Brushing. We are also seeking 
assistance in all aspects of production 
including layout, promotion, business, etc. 
Call Tracy at 646-2903 for more 
information. 
Need Extra Money? Build a successful 
future while holding your present 
schedule. Ground floor opportunity. No 
risk, no large investment ($20), no 
inventory, no quota, immediate income, 
and long term residuals. Not a get rich 
quick solution, but a sound business 
opportunity that you build at your own 
pace. $100, $500, $5000 per month. Don't 
let this opportunity pass you by, call Jon 
Bogert at 898-4184. 
Addressers Wanted Immediately! No 
experience necessary. Process FHA 
mortage refunds. Work at home. Call 1-
405-321-3064. 
Male & Female Performers Wanted: For 
new music show. Talented amateurs and 
students considered. Call (904) 343-5336 
or 742-1134. 
Work for the Yearbook! The Rollins 
College yearbook, The Tomokan, is looking 
for all interested students wishing to assist 
with the layout and production of the 
1991-1992 Tomokan. For more information, 
call Layna at 646-2976. 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or 
student organization that would like to 
make $500-$1000 for a one-week on-
campus marketing project. Must be 
organized and hard-working. Call Rob or 
Joanne at 1-800-592-2121. 
The Sandspur does not endorse or guarantee any product or service advertised here. 
SERVICES 1 
Pro-Word Processing: We can do 
anything you want. PER PAGE/ From as 
low as $1.00. 24 hours & 7 days a week, 
HOTLINE: 407-423-8078. 
Typing Service: Word Processing of 
essays, resumes, applications, theses, and 
fliers. Secretarial service, business or 
private. Fax, Notary, confidential quality. 
Call 260-9084,24hrs. 
LSAT, GRE, GMAT Prep Course. High 
scores; small flexible classes taught by 
testing specialist Mike Tierney (407) 897-
3300 or (904) 426-0400. 
Shelley's Custom Designs: Custom-
made bridal fashions, evening gowns, 
and holiday wear. For appointment call 
349-5527. 
ROOMMATES 
Housebroken, responsible, neat, tamed, 
creative, intellectual male for progressive 
communal-type living situation in 
downtown Orlando. Preferably graduate 
student or professor. Call 425-1435 or 839-
0434. 
Home for Rent 3 Br, 2 Ba, 1 Car garage, 
Lvg room, Dng room. Close to school, 
$600 (407)897-3300. 
1 LOST & FOUND 
Attention: The Sandspur will 
run any found items at no 





# of Weeks to Run: 
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Make Checks to: 
Rollins College Sandspur 
Campus Box 2742 
Rollins College 
1000 Holt Ave 
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499 
All ads must be paid in advance. 
No exceptions. The Sandspur 
reserves the right to decline any 
classified submission. 
T H E WEEKLY C R O S S W O R D 
"SHAKESPEARE 101" 




11 12 13 
ACROSS 
' Shakespeare's job 
5
 Lowest point 
10 Edmund .-former 
Shakespearean actor 
14 Adrift 
15 Skirt type 
16 Thomas Edison 
' Shakespearean comedy 
19 Pedro's uncles 
20 Flowering plant 
21 "The of Venice' 
23 Manufacture 
26 Nucleus 
27 Pkwy. intersectors 
30 Billet 
32 Got up 
36 Shakespearean tragedy 
38 Lingerer 
39 Elec. Engineer's org. 
40 Trims the lawn 
42 contendere 
43 Ecumenical Council 
& English river 
45 Buck, eg 
47 Environmental day 
48 7777777 
49 Vane initials 
50 " For Life" 
52 Afternoon TV fare 
54 "As You Like It" and 
"Twelfth Night", eg 
58 Yankee's foe 
62 First mate 
63 Caesar's eulogizer 
66 Normal no. of innings 
67 "Wash this from 
my hand": Macbeth 
68 Ms. Gorme' 
69 Soon 
70 Syrian president 
71 Cincinnati ball team 
DOWN 
Baseball implements 
Former tennis ace 





Six legged bug 
Precedes active or fit 
10 Shakespeare's shrew 
11 Mr. Kazan 
12 Shakespeare's river 
13 Thomas .Cartoonist 
18 Computerized mail 
22 Maryland specialty 
24 Praying joints 
25 Mild expletive 
27 Word with good & cheap 
28 Ms. America's crown 
29 Smile scornfully 
31 Choir accompaniment 
33 Aromas 
34 Tennis star Monica 
35 Rot away 
37 "The Two _ of Verona" 
38 Houston player 
41 Baseball's Slaughter 
44 Dull sound 
46 Find out 
Solution to 
48 Robs 
51 Lion in Swahili 
53 One of the Fondas 
54 Miracle site 
55 Scandinavian God 
56 Mano a : Rivalry 
57 Broadway signs 
59 Portend 
60 Oklahoma city 
61 Corrosive substances 
64 Campground org. 
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1991 GFR Associates All Rights reserved 
7-30pm ADEPT Meeting At the Sulliavn House 
Women's Volleyball vs Eckerd College Away 
8 The Summit 
9:00pm All-College Planning Summit On Mills Lawn 
4:30pm Gardening with Greenhouse Behind Harmon House 
5:00pm JSL Meeting At the Sullivan House 
5-30pm Soup with Greenhouse In Harmon House 
Rollins Tri-Club Meet at the pool for 1/2 hour of swimming and 1/2 hour of running 
8:00pm Eddy Toussaint's Sarasota Ballet At the Annie Russell Theatre 
9:00am Rollins Tri-Club Meet at the pool for 1/2 hour of swimming and 1/2 hour of running 
3:00pm Women's Volleyball vs Flagler College Home at the Field House 
8:00pm All-College Square Dance In the Student Center 
Eddy Toussaint's Sarasota Ballet At the Annie Russell Theatre 
</> 
10 
11:00am Morning Worship Knowles Memorial Chapel 
4:00pm Chicago Symphony Chamber Ensemble At the Annie Russell Theater 
7:15pm Rollins Tri-Club Meet at the Student Center with your bicycle for transport for an outing 
8:30pm Catholic Mass Knowles Memorial Chapel 
11 Veterans Day 
4:30pm Tell Me A Riddle In the Olin Bib. Lab, followed by pizza and discussion in Woolson House ($2 contribution) 
5:30pm Open Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting At the French House Lounge 
7:00pm Animal Liberation Meeting Held at Mayflower Hall 
12 
10:00am SMU Grad School of Business Representative in front of Beans until 2:00pm 
5:00pm Deacon's Stir Fry In the Chapel Classroom 
5:30pm Overeaters Anonymous Held in the French House Lounge 
7:00pm Circle K Meeting in the Sullivan House 
Women's Volleyball vs Jacksonville University Home at the Field House 
7:30pm InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meeting In Bush 105 
8:00pm ROC All-Campus Meeting In Lyman Lodge 
13 
5:30pm Beans Dinner Forum In the Beanery Lakeside Room 
6:30pm Rollins Tri-Club Meet at the pool for 1/2 hour of swimming and 1/2 hour of running 
7:30pm InterVarsity Christian Fellowship In the Sullivan House 
Coming to America Being shown in the Student Center 
9:00pm Greenhouse Meeting On the Student Center Patio 
November 16 ROC Spelunking Trip Contact Chris DeJohn at x2970 
December 18-23 ROC Ski Trip Call Tracy Stetson at x2055 
Any clubs, groups, or organi-
zations on campus wishing to 
publicize events, functions, or 
gatherings need to send 
information to: 
The Sandspur 
Campus Box 2742 
Attn: Bill Gridley 
Submission deadline is 
5:00pm the Friday before 
printing. 
